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Since its inception during the post-World War II emergence of American and British 
clinical psychology and psychiatry, behavior therapy has comprised a diverse confeder
ation of behavioral scientists who viewed their work as marking a break with certain 
traditional assumptions about human behavior. In this sense, behavior therapy was a 
protest movement held together by a common understanding that the then-dominant 
view of inner dynamic causes of human behavior needed to be replaced with a more ob
jective analysis that featured outer, environmental causes (Krasner, 1971). In addition to 
embracing a more behavioristic theory of psychology, behavior therapists were also 
united by a general endorsement of certain philosophical assumptions about how to 
build reliable knowledge, a science of behavior, that would be the basis for better inter
ventions to reduce human suffering in the mental health field. 

Standing as we do at the close of the second half of the twentieth century, it is use
ful to reflect on this diverse array of investigators who launched a new approach to 
mental health problems at the close of the first half of the century. As an identifiable and 
cohesive community of behavioral scientists, behavior therapy is approaching the age 
of fifty years. What has become of this distinctive set of ideas over the course of nearly 
fifty years? How have the core ideas of behavior therapy changed over this period? 
Would a profile of the beliefs and values of the first generation of behavior therapists be 
endorsed or even recognized by a subsequent generation? 

These questions are the focus of this chapter, but before we address them using our 
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own approach, it is important to note that others have also begun to reflect on what has 
developed as behavior therapy over the past half century. Two prominent partici
pant-observers of the behavior-therapy movement, Skinner and Wolpe, addressed 
these questions and arrived at rather pessimistic evaluations about the continuity of 
ideas as well as prospects for the future. 

Skinner's relevance to the behavior-therapy movement was always central as one of 
the founders, having coined the term ''behavior therapy" to describe early work that ex
tended animal laboratory findings to human patients in the Metropolitan State Hospital 
in Waltham, Massachusetts (Lindsley, Skinner, & Solomon, 1953). The title of Skinner's 
paper in the August, 1987 issue of the American Psychologist, "Whatever Happened to 
Psychology as the Science of Behavior?", expressed his disenchantment with the current 
scene in behavior therapy and psychology more generally. His chief complaint was how 
the entire field had been swept away with enthusiasm for cognitive psychology. 

A curve showing the appearance of the word cognitive in the psychological literature 
would be interesting. Afirst rise could probably be seen around 1960; the subsequent ac
celeration would be exponential. Is there any field of psychology today in which some
thing does not seem to be gained by adding that charming adjective to the occasional 
noun? The popularity may not be hard to explain. When we became psychologists, we 
learned new ways of talking about human behavior. If they were "behavioristic," they 
were not very much like the old ways. The old terms were taboo, and eyebrows were 
raised when we used them. But when certain developments seemed to show that the old 
ways might be right after all, everyone could relax. Mind was back. Cognitive psychol
ogists like to say that "the mind is what the brain does," but surely the rest of the body 
plays a part. The mind is what the body does. It is what the person does. In other 
words, it is behavior, and that is what behaviorists have been saying for more than half 
a century (pp. 783-784). 

In looking back over his half century of developing the experimental analysis of behav
ior, Skinner was not sanguine about how the field of psychology had developed, and he 
placed blame on cognitive psychology and the helping professions that offered psy
chotherapy. 

As major contributor to and founder of the behavior-therapy movement, Wolpe ex
pressed his disenchantment in a 1986 paper in Comprehensive Psychiatry entitled "Mis
representation and Underemployment of Behavior Therapy." This was also a bitter 
paper in which Wolpe reviewed current psychiatry, psychology, and psychotherapy lit
erature to demonstrate his contention that "Despite its well-documented record of suc
cess in the treatment of the neuroses, behavior therapy is little taught in departments of 
psychiatry because of an inaccurate image based on misinformation" (p. 192). He docu
mented and illustrated with research reports and literature reviews the claim that "Mis
information about behavior therapy has a long history. The earliest reports elicited a 
great deal of scorn from the psychiatric establishment" (p. 192). For example, Wolpe re
ferred to a review of his 1958 book Psychotherapy by Reciprocal Inhibition that had many 
factual errors, and he noted that "Misreporting, often with pejorative overtones, has 
been the rule ever since" (p. 192). Similar to Skinner's lament about the rise of cognitive 
ideas, Wolpe noted that: 
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More harmful of late have been allegations by the cognitivists that revive in a new way 
the idea of behavior therapy being simple and mechanistic. In promoting a number of 
idiosyncratic cognitive techniques that they claim (without justification) to have im
proved the results of behavior therapy, they also assert that standard behavior therapy 
overlooks thoughts and feelings (p. 193). 

In effect, according to Wolpe, the theoretical and practical roots of behavior therapy 
were deviated from, misunderstood, and misrepresented. 

These two rather bleak assessments of "whatever happened to behavior therapy" 
have also been counterbalanced with more hopeful assessments. For example, two more 
recent presidential addresses to the Association for the Advancement of Behavior Ther
apy welcomed the inclusion of cognitive ideas and projected a bright future for the field 
(Craighead, 1990; Kendall, 1992). 

Our own approach to "whatever happened to behavior therapy" has been different 
in that we have been engaged in an ongoing study of the "value systems" of the scien
tists who started behavior therapy and continue to expand the field (Krasner & Houts, 
1984). Our approach is intended to be more descriptive than evaluative. Yet our own 
framework for studying the philosophical and theoretical assumptions of behavioral 
scientists impels us to recognize that we, too, endorse implicit and perhaps unadnowl
edged values in our choice of methods and questions. In this respect, we can be rather 
explicit about the assumptions we endorse regarding the question of values in science. 

The Question of "Values" in Science 

In our earlier work we noted that the question about the role of values in science had 
been framed around the issue of whether or not scientific claims and procedures were 
either value-free or value-laden (Krasner & Houts, 1984). In the past decade this has 
been a continuing theme in the interdisciplinary field known as science studies. Al
though one can find instances where commentators on the field have upheld the value
free position (Gross & Levitt, 1994; Weinberg, 1992; Wolpert, 1992), the overwhelming 
majority of the literature on this question has served to strengthen and elaborate the po
sition that science is value-laden. In our ongoing investigation of the value systems of 
behavioral scientists, we have continued to rely on the work of science studies scholars 
who have elaborated the proposition that science is fundamentally value-laden, rather 
than value-free. 

Contributions from the History of Science 

As we noted over a decade ago, studies in the history of science beginning with Kuhn's 
(1962) seminal work, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, have dislodged the picture of 
scientific change as being characterized by ever more progressive knowledge that is ob
jective and detached from human influence. Due to Kuhn's influence on the field, the 
very concepts of history of science have changed. Even those who opposed the more 
radical interpretations of Kuhn, such as Lakatos (1978) and Laudan (1977), ended up 
with conceptual bases for investigations into the history of science that included the role 
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of assumptions and influences that went far beyond the antiseptic, rational reconstruc
tion of orthodox logical empiricism (see reviews by Gholson & Barker, 1985; Q'Donohue 
& Krasner, 1995). The pristine picture of theory change and theory development being 
driven solely by the objective discovery of new facts and the rigorous application of for
mal logic became muddied even in the eyes of those anti-Kuhnians who tried to salvage 
the traditional picture of scientific progress. An irony of these developments was that as 
professional historians of science began to investigate the "facts" of history across a 
wide array of disciplines, the "facts" did not fit with the tidy rationalist picture of the 
history of science championed by traditional historians and philosophers of science. 

In rethinking some fundamental concepts for doing historical investigation, it be
came increasingly clear that the very ideas of objectivity and value neutrality were 
themselves ideas that arose in a certain historical context and were retained because 
they served a valuable rhetorical function in the scientific community. Historical and 
philosophical analyses similar to those of Gadamer (1974) have contributed to a re
thinking of some of the fundamental concepts of history. Gadamer noted that the 
concept of prejudice arose in the context of eighteenth-century debates regarding theo
logical matters. The claim that one side was biased functioned rhetorically to persuade 
listeners to take up the opposing side, which was by implication more objective. This 
connotation of bias with prejudice has been a fundamental strategy of those who have 
argued for the value-free position with respect to science. The claim takes the form that 
science and knowledge obtained by scientific methods is better than other approaches 
because it is free of bias, prejudice, and values. What is important in this context is that 
the idea of objectivity is itself not objective and value-free. As Gadamer noted, this con
tradiction then raises serious questions about concepts such as "the historical truth." The 
concept of "truth" itself has a history, and therefore it makes little sense to speak of 
"truth" with singularity in historical investigation. 

For Gadamer (1974), the very idea of a bias or a prejudice in knowledge claims took 
on a different, largely positive meaning within his philosophical hermeneutics. Instead 
of trying to deny bias and prejudice in the understanding of history, Gadamer tried to 
elevate these concepts to a status of being taken for granted as inevitable. That is, bias 
and prejudice are inevitable, so why pretend otherwise? In this way, the whole point of 
studying history could then become highly relevant for understanding the present. The 
temporal distance between ourselves and ancient texts could then be turned to our ad
vantage and made an asset rather than a liability. By confronting the differences be
tween ancient cultures and our own contemporary culture, we could see our own biases 
and prejudices in operation. In this manner the problem of historical knowledge waS 
made open-ended, and to understand the present became a major reason to study 
history. 

Proctor (1991) has conducted a major historical analysis of the claim that science is 
value-free, and his analysis has placed this claim in relative historical context. In other 
words, the claim that science is value-free itself has a history as a claim, and to under
stand this history enables those on the current scene to appreciate how the claim of 
value neutrality is used today and what may be mistaken in such usage. Proctor has 
noted that the claim of value neutrality for science functioned as a shield at the turn of 
the century to protect the autonomy of science from political influence. In Germany, es
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pecially with Weber as a founder of value neutrality, this coincided with attempts to el
evate the social sciences above various political and religious influences. "Value neu
trality armed sociologists against movements to politicize or moralize the sciences" 
(Proctor, 1991, p. 265). In promoting the value neutrality of science, it was also necessary 
to locate values somewhere, and these were consigned to subjectivity and the private 
whims of individuals. liThe complementary principles of neutral science and subjective 
value together provided the key elements in the liberal conception of science and soci
ety. Science was rendered impervious to moral critique, morals and religion were left 
unmarked by advances in scientific knowledge" (p. 266). In effect, Proctor has argued 
that the idea of science as a value-neutral enterprise was an idea created to serve certain 
purposes, mostly political ones, where issues of values were to be avoided so that disci
plines could be established and protected as self-sustaining with the aid of public funds. 

By historicizing the claim to value neutrality and thereby taking the claim down 
from its lofty philosophical pedestal, historians opened the door further toward schol
ars of science who pointed out the many ways in which science is value-laden. One im
portant recent analysis was offered by Longino (1990), a philosopher of science who was 
influenced by recent historical and sociological analyses of science. In Longino's analy
sis, science is a type of social knowledge where values playa pervasive role. She has. 
noted five ways in which values shape scientific knowledge. 

1. 	 Practices. Contextual values can affect practices that bear on the epistemic in
tegrity of science. 

2. 	 Questions. Contextual values can determine which questions are asked and 
which ignored about a given phenomenon. 

3. 	 Data. Contextual values can affect the description of data, that is, value-laden 
terms may be employed in the description of experimental or observational 
data, and values may influence the selection of data or of kinds of phenomena 
to be investigated. 

4. 	 Specific assumptions. Contextual values can be expressed in or motivate the 
background assumptions facilitating inferences in specific areas of inquiry. 

5. 	 Global assumptions. Contextual values can be expressed in or motivate the ac
ceptance of global, frameworklike assumptions that determine the character of 
research in an entire field (Longino, 1990, p. 86). 

Longino's analysis is very close to the one we offered in our previous work, and we 
think that she has made a significant advance toward detailing the many ways in which 
science is value-laden. It is worth noting that Longino does not go as far as some recent 
radical sociologists in denying a significant role to the "natural world" in constraining 
the kinds of knowledge claims that are made. In this respect, her analysis is more mod
erate, while still embracing a value-laden view of science. 

Contributions from Sociology of Science 

Among the four core disciplines that compose the field of science studies (history, phi
losophy, psychology, and sociology of science), sociology of science has undergone the 
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most radical and sweeping changes in the past decade (Jasanoff et at., 1994; Pickering, 
1992). Although considerable efforts have been made to establish and expand psychol
ogy of science (Gholson et al., 1989; Giere, 1992; Gorman, 1992; Shadish & Fuller, 1994), 
most of this work has focused on cognitive psychology or cognitive science and has not 
directly addressed the issue of values in science to the extent that sociologists have con
tinued to address this important issue. Some understanding of these developments in 
the sociology of science is useful to place in critical context the approach that we have 
pursued in our ongoing study of the value systems of behavioral scientists. 

The question of values in science has always been of major concern to sociologists 
of science. In his early formulations of sociology of science, Merton (1938) attributed the 
rise of modern science to the influence of surrounding cultural values, especially Puri
tanism in seventeenth-century England. This fundamental idea that the development 
and progress of science was somehow significantly influenced by development and 
changes in the larger culture surrounding the scientific community was always a con
troversial assertion. Although a number of investigators may have granted that modem 
science arose out of particular cultural traditions, they were also quick to close the door 
on the possibility that further developments in science could be significantly influenced 
by cultural traditions. This was, after all, the point of asserting that scientific knowledge 
and scientific procedures ensure a high degree of value neutrality. The structural
functional school of sociology of science, founded by Merton, developed as the "objec
tive" study of scientific communities. Studies of the reward system in science and sodal 
stratification were the hallmark of this approach (e.g., Cole & Cole, 1973; Merton, 1973; 
Zuckerman & Merton, 1971). Within this approach to the sociology of science, basic 
epistemological assumptions regarding the validity of scientific procedures were not 
questioned. Indeed, the scientific community was largely valorized by this approach. 

Maintaining science in its traditional and culturally privileged place with respect to 
other approaches to knowledge did not last in the sociology of science (Mulkay, 1980). 
The sociology of interests and values asserted that the notion that scientific procedures 
guaranteed some form of objective knowledge was false (Barnes, 1974, 1982). Instead, 
these investigators pointed to such societal influences as military and industrial funding 
of science. This macrosociological critique focused on the larger social and cultural con
texts in which scientific research proceeded. The idea of the lone scientist assiduously 
following scientific procedures and arriving at an objective view of the world was re
jected. Also, the Mertonian view of the scientific community as being guided by certain 
noble norms was discredited by empirical investigations of the behavior of scientists. In 
the sociology of science, based on the analysis of interests and values, the scientific com
munity as an object of study lost its innocence. 

The sociology of interests and values formed much of the background of our 0\\-'I1 

study of value systems of the behavioral scientists who made up the behavior therapy 
movement in the decade following World War II. Using survey methods that are de
scribed below, we assessed the values that behavior therapists held about science, about 
psychology, and about major cultural, religious, and political concepts. We have contin
ued that approach by extending the survey methods to the second generation of be
havioral scientists and comparing them with the second generation of a sample of 
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psychologists who were not affiliated with the behavior-therapy movement. Before 
turning to a description of the methods and a report of our findings, it is important to 
note that the sociology of science has changed considerably in recent years since our ap
proach was first developed. 

Constructivist Sociology of Science and "Relativism" 

Whereas previous sociologists of science found values and interests at work in the reJa
tionship between the scientific community and the larger community that funded and 
supported scientific work, the most recent sociologists of science have found "values 
and interests" at work in the day-to-day operations of the scientific laboratory. Known 
under various banners such as social constructivists, radical relativists, and "actor net
work theorists/' this loosely knit group of investigators pioneered the intensive case 
study of working scientific laboratories (Collins, 1985; Collins & Pinch, 1982; Gilbert & 
Mulkay, 1984; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Knorr-Cetina & Mulkay, 1983; Latour, 1987; Latour & 
Woolgar, 1986; Pickering, 1984; Woolgar, 1988). For present purposes of placing our own 
investigation into the larger context of science and technology studies, the most impor
tant difference between these sociologists of science and their immediate predecessors 
concerned their challenge to traditional epistemology (see reviews by Fuller, 1988, 
1989). These investigators took the sociological analysis of knowledge to its logical but 
rather extreme conclusion in noting that the object of knowledge in scientific inquiries, 
"nature/' is itself constructed or manufactured from the activities of the scientific inves
tigators. This radical claim challenged one of the major conclusions of older sociology of 
knowledge (e.g., Mannheim, 1936; Stark, 1958), which had arrived at the traditional con
clusion that knowledge obtained from scientific methods was somehow special pre
cisely because it was not manufactured from whole cloth by human imagination and 
activity. In the more recent and radical analysis of the sociology of knowledge, scientific 
knowledge was said to be on an equal footing with other claims to knowledge through
out various cultures. According to this analysis, the Archimedean point of universal ob
jective knowledge was lost, and the point of view ushered in a kind of relativism. 
Various investigators have disagreed over how far to take the point about cultural rela
tivism. However, almost all agree that the traditional notion of universally applicable 
laws of nature must be abandoned as a figment of the imagination of modem scientific 
culture. 

A brief digression about the issue of relativism is important because the charge of 
relativism, typically functioning as an epithet has often been leveled against those who 
have claimed that science is value-laden rather than value-free, and the constructivist 
sociologists have received their share of scorn in this regard (e.g., Bunge, 1992; Slezak" 
1989). A first thing to note is that the very concept of relativism as the absence of any 
universally accepted standard invokes the concept of "universally accepted standard." 
In the relativism vs. objectivism game of binary logic, there are only two ways out. The 
rhetorical moves of this game have been explicated most eloquently by Smith (1988), 
who has provided an extensive analysis of the verbal exhanges that have taken place 
over this issue in the context of aesthetics. The moves are the same as those played out 
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in the repetitive debates regarding the relativism charge about science being value
laden. For example, to assert that science is value-laden has often been taken by oppo
nents of the position as necessarily implying that one scientific theory is as good (or bad) 
as any other, because standards of appraisal are also value-laden. Smith (1988) has 
called this the"egalitarian fallacy": 

We may take note here of the recurrent anxiety/charge/claim-I shall refer to it as the 
Egalitarian Fallacy-that, unless one judgment can be said or shown to be more "valid" 
than another, then all judgments must be "equal" or IIequally valid." Although the rad
ical contingency of all value certainly does imply that no value judgment can be more 
"valid" than another in the sense of an objectively truer statement of the objective 
value ofan object (for these latter concepts are then seen as vacuous), it does not follow 
that all value judgments are equally valid. On the contrary, whaf- does follow is that the 
concept of "validity" in that sense is unavailable as a parameter by which to measure 
or compare judgments (or anything else) (p. 98). 

In making a claim that science is value-laden rather than value-free, what is asserted is 
that the very idea of value neutrality is mistaken. Just as nothing whatsoever is claimed 
regarding the value of some set of ideas and assumptions relative to a mythical objective 
standard, so nothing is precluded regarding the comparative value of some set of ideas 
and assumptions relative to another set of ideas and assumptions. Scientists and those 
who study scientists can and do make relative value judgments in many aspects of their 
work. In asserting that science and science studies are both value-laden, nothing is lost 
relative to some universal foundation or absolute standard, because such a universal 
foundation or absolute standard is precisely what is being rejected. 

Interestingly, a number of social constructivist sociologists have embraced, almost 
always implicitly rather than explicitly, a kind of psychological behaviorism. Like be
haviorists, they eschew any form of mentalism, cognitive representationalism, and the 
centrality of the human as agent (Woolgar, 1989). Like behaviorist psychologists, they 
also base their claims about the scientific enterprise on intensive, local, direct observa
tion of scientists at work in addition to the verbal reports of scientists about their work. 
It should be noted, however, that with the exception of Bloor (1983) who acknowl
edged Skinner's epistemological points in the analysis of verbal behavior, most of these 
constructivist sociologists do not refer directly to nor give credit for influence from be
haviorial psychologists. The similarities between behavior analysis, operational analy
sis, and various social constructivist analyses of scientific laboratories have been 
elaborated in more detail in two previous papers (Houts, 1994; Houts & Haddock, 
1992). 

One important reading of the constructivist sociologist's work is that just as the ob
ject of study in natural science investigation, "nature," is very much a product of human 
invention by way of interacting with the object, so too are the objects of social science in
vestigation. In this regard, values and interests are to a significant degree objects manu
factured by the investigator as he or she interacts with the subjects (scientists) under 
investigation. In this regard, our previous investigation and the follow-up investigation 
reported below should be seen as the results of our efforts to arrange circumstances for 
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our research subjects to produce responses that we could then label as expressions about 
values and assumptions. We are not claiming to have accomplished anything more, and 
we are satisfied with an analysis of our own work based on a behavioral analysis of ver
bal behavior. In fact, we would encourage readers to avoid the all-too-easy inference 
that we have somehow revealed the "minds" and U cognitive biases" of behavioral sci
entists. 

A Psychological Approach to "Values" in Science 

"V'hat our approach contributes to the study of values in science is a psychological per
spective on the question of how groups of scientists cohere and maintain their identity 
over time. Our approach is decidedly psychological because we suppose that individu
als come to endorse certain distinctive beliefs that are widely held by other members of 
their group. We refer to these beliefs and assumptions as "values" because we suppose 
that they are determined more by where one goes to school, what the social contingen
cies for a successful career are, and who one associates with, rather than by some ratio
nal weighing of "the evidence." To put it rather simply, we suppose that the 
fundamental beliefs and assumptions of scientists are mostly a matter of "I like it" or "I 
don't like it." Further in agreement with some sociological analyses, we are inclined to 
view most of the "good reasons" and rational arguments for particular beliefs and as
sumptions as coming after the fact of their acquisition rather than before, as in tradi
tional rational reconstructions of scientific reasoning. 

In our approach to studying the values of behavioral scientists, we have used a com
bination of survey methodology and psychometric techniques for summarizing re
sponses to questionnaires. We have recognized the reflexive nature of this investigation. 
That is, we have employed some rather traditional psychological methods to study the 
psychology of psychologists (and psychiatrists). We made such assumptions as: (1) a 
subject's verbal response (assent or dissent) to a verbal stimulus can tell us something 
useful about what the subject believes, (2) a subject's verbal response to a questionnaire 
item is at least correlated with the subject's practices when he or she evaluates knowl
edge claims in the far richer social context of actual scientific work, and (3) the summa
rization of subjects' responses provide us with at least a partial picture of the shared 
values of the community of scientists to which the subject belongs. We also assumed 
that the fruitfulness of our approach should be judged according to the outcomes 
achieved. We have become increasingly aware, as the foregoing review attests, that 
much work can and needs to be done to further our understanding of the psychological 
community by taking rather different approaches, such as the analysis of citation pat
terns, phenomenological value analysis of the texts produced by major psychologists, 
experimental studies of the review process, and historical and sociological case studies 
of influential laboratories and graduate programs. 

From this perspective, we turn to the methods we employed to study the value sys
tems of behavioral scientists in the second generation of the behavior-therapy move
ment. Following the presentation of methods, we report the results we obtained. In the 
final section of the chapter we discuss the implications of our results for the behavior
therapy movement and for the future of studies of scientists as subjects. 
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Groups and Methods 
Five groups of scientists have been included in our investigations: (1) Behavior 
Therapy Founders, 1945-1955; (2) Comparison Psychologists, 1945-1955; (3) Students of 
Behavior Therapy Founders, 1956-1975; (4) Students of Comparison Psychologists, 
1956-1975; and (5) Second-Generation Behavior Therapy Contributors to Journals, 
1956-1975. Results for the first two groups were reported in Krasner and Houts (1984) 
and represented the first generation of behavioral scientists along with a comparison 
group of nonbehavioral psychologists who were active in the same period from 1945 to 
1955. We then collected responses from three second-generation groups. Two of these 
groups, the behavioral students and the comparison students, were individuals nomi
nated by our first-generation groups in response to the request to list their outstanding 
students. These two student groups represented the direct decendents of our first-gen
eration samples. A third group from the second generation comprised scientists who 
were active in the behavior therapy movement by way of publications but who were not 
direct decendents of the original founders of behavior therapy. 

Our first pool of subjects, the first generation, was recruited by letters of invitation 
and contained 230 psychologists who were active in the period 1945 to 1955. The group 
comprising the innovators of behavior therapy consisted of 130 behavioral scientists 
who met the following criteria: (a) self-identification of their work as behavior therapy 
during the period 1946 to 1976, (b) citation of the subject's work in publications on be
havior therapy in the thirty-year period, (c) at least one publication or presentation prior 
to 1956 (dissertations included), and (d) professional contact with at least one other 
member of this group. Of this sample, 87 subjects provided usable responses to our 
measures for an overall response rate of 67 percent. Our original comparison sample 
consisted of 100 psychologists who were randomly selected from first authors of all ar
ticles published in APA journals (there were only six journals) from 1945 to 1956. These 
individuals did not identify their work as behavior therapy and were not conducting re
search around a common theme. Complete information was returned by 37 percent of 
this sample. Responses from these two groups were collected over a two-year period 
from 1979 to 1981, and the results of this study were reported in Krasner and Houts 
(1984). 

In the three-year period of 1984 to 1987, similar data were collected from three ad
ditional samples of behavioral scientists who formed the second generation. All three 
groups met the criteria of obtaining their doctoral degrees after 1955 and before 1976. 
The first of these three pools of subjects contained 174 students named by our original 
behavioral subjects as their outstanding students. From this group, 62 completed all as
pects of the study for a response rate of 36 percent. The second subject pool consisted of 
the 69 students nominated by our original comparison group, and complete informa
tion was obtained for 17 subjects for a response rate of 25 percent. The third subject pool 
contained 209 behavioral scientists whose names appeared on two or more publications 
in one of six behavioral journals (Behaviorism, Behavior Therapy, Behaviour Research and 
Therapy, Journal ofApplied Behavior Analysis, Journal of Behavior Therapy and 
Psychiatry, Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior) from their inception to 1975. 
Complete information was obtained for 57 subjects for a response rate of 27 percent. 

With the exception of the rather high return rate for the original behavioral group, 
our return rates for the other four groups were comparable to the typical response rates 
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obtained in other surveys of professional groups. We were able to assess the representa
tiveness of our samples by collecting data from nonresponders and by comparing the 
results obtained for those who responded on the first as opposed to the second wave of 
recruitment via mail (Rossi, Wright, & Anderson, 1983), In these analyses of nonrespon
ders and late responders (considered hypothetically as nonresponders), we found the 
same pattern of results as in our analyses of those who responded to the first wave of re
cruitment. It is likely that our findings are representative of the groups from which we 
sampled. 

Measures 
In the extension of our original investigation to the second generation of behavioral 
scientists, we collected all of the demographic information and questionnaire data that 
we had collected from the first generation (Krasner & Houts, 1984). What is presented 
in this chapter is what we previously referred to as the discipline specific values that 
were assessed using two questionnaires, both of which asked respondents to indicate 
their agreement or disagreement (on a 5-point Likert scale) with statements about the 
best way to gain knowledge and with propositions of theoretical significance in psy
chology. 

Epistemological Style Questionnaire (ESQ). This twenty-four item set of questions 
was developed by Krasner and Houts (1984). The ESQ was desgined to measure agree
ment and disagreement with general epistemological propositions regarding how 
scientists should proceed to gain or advance knowledge. In our previous study we iden
tified four clusters of items that proved interpretable and showed acceptable levels of 
internal consistency to be treated as separate subscales of the ESQ (Krasner & Houts, 
1984). We replicated the factor structure of the ESQ using the second-generation sample 
and identified the same four internally consistent subscales: (1) Metaphorism, (2) Ratio
nalism, (3) Reductionism, and (4) Antiempiricism. 

The Metaphorism subscale of the ESQ contained eight items that yield a bipolar score 
indicating subjects' endorsement of or opposition to some basic assumptions about de
terminism and the relationship between psychology and the physical sciences. The ba
sic concept behind higher scores on this subscale is agreement that determinism is an 
incorrect assumption and that psychology should avoid use of traditional methods such 
as those used in the physical sciences. Items scored in the positive direction and con
tributing to higher scores on the overall subscale indicate endorsement of an intuitive 
approach to knowledge along the lines advocated by humanistic psychologists (e.g., 
Maslow, 1968). Items scored in the negative direction and lowering the overall subscale 
score indicate rejection of the intuitive mode of knowing and endorsement of traditional 
rational and empirical science such as that found in traditional interpretations of the 
natural sciences (e.g., Hempel, 1965; Nagel, 1961). 

The Rationalism subscale of the ESQ contained seven items. The basic idea of this 
sub scale is endorsement of the belief that logical deduction and theoretical constructs 
are to be preferred as opposed to empirical observations and inductive inferences as al
ternative approaches to attaining knowledge. Higher scores on this scale indicate agree
ment with the general idea that rationally (logically) derived theory is superior to strict 
operationism and inductive inference from empirical observations. Individuals who 
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scored higher on this subscale tended to agree with statements such as "Hypothetico
deductive method is superior to inductive method," and they disagreed with state
ments such as "Observation of raw data is both prior to and independent of theory." 

The Reductionism subscale of the ESQ comprised three items. The basic idea of this 
subscale is that psychologists should follow theoretical and empirical reduction as a 
prescriptive practice to advance knowledge, and a higher score indicates endorsement 
of reductionism as an epistemological prescription. 

The Antiempiricism subscale of the ESQ comprised six items scored for agreement or 
disagreement. Higher scores on this subscale indicated opposition to the view that data 
are "given" in some uncomplicated and objective manner to the scientific observer. Fur
ther, individuals who scored higher on this factor tended to doubt the traditional view 
that scientific disputes will be setttied if we just collect enough U raw data" and let the 
preponderence of evidence arbitrate our disagreements. 

Theoretical Orientation Survey (TOS). We used Coan's (1979) short version of the TOS 
which contains thirty-two items scored for agreement or disagreement. Coan demon
strated that the TOS can be reliably factored into eight subscales and provided reliable 
and valid data in his study of a national probability sample of psychologists. Krasner 
and Houts (1984) replicated Coan's subscale structure of the TOS, and the current sam
ple of second-generation behavior scientists once again replicated the eight subscales. 

With the exception of two subscales tapping endorsement of either biological deter
minism or environmental determinism and one other assessing agreement with physicalism, 
the remaining five subscales address agreement along bipolar theoretical beliefs rele
vant to psychology. Higher scores on the three aforementioned subscales indicate agree
ment with the respective concepts. The five bipolar subscales of the TOS include the 
following sets of beliefs: (1) Factual vs. theoretical orientation, (2) Impersonal causality 
vs. personal will, (3) Behavioral vs. experiential content emphasis, (4) Elementarism vs. 
holism in units of analysis, and (5) Quantitative vs. qualitative methods of analysiS. 
Higher scores on the five bipolar subscales of the TOS indicate positive endorsement of 
the first and capitalized pole of the scale. For example, higher scores on (1) are typical of 
individuals or groups that agree to put a premium on data collection as opposed to 
building a theory. 

Results 
In what follows, we have presented our results in graphic rather than numerical form in 
order to show overall patterns in our data. Results from each of these questiormaires 
were factor analyzed to identify subscales that were then submitted to reliability analy
sis for internal consistency. Between group differences on subscales were established by 
multivariate analysis of variance, followed by one-way analysis of variance with fol1ow
up tests according to the Tukey HSD method (.05 level of significance). Throughout the 
graphic presentations, we followed the convention of identifying statistically significant 
differences between group means on various subscales by labeling them with different 
superscripts. For example, for two data points along the same line in a given figure, if 
both have been labled U a," the means did not differ reliably. Likewise. if both were la
beled lib," the means did not differ reliably. However, for data points along the same 
line in a figure, all those labled "a" differed reliably from all those labeled lib," p < .05. If 
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a data point along a line in a given figure has no superscript label, then that particular 
mean did not differ reliably from any of the others represented on the same line" 

Figure 2-1 shows the results for all five groups on the Rationalism and Meta
phorism subscales of the ESQ. As indicated by average scores on the Rationalism sub
scale, the three behavior-therapy groups were more likely to favor empiricism and 
inductive inference as opposed to theoretical speculation and logical deduction as the 
epistemological heuristic for advancing knowledge. A similar pattern was evident 
on the Metaphorism subscale of the ESQ. With the exception of the second-generation 
behavior-therapy group that entered via the journals (labeled Beh Journals), th,~ same 
pattern held for the contrast between behavior therapists and their respective non
behavior-therapy contemporaries. That is, the behavior-therapy groups tended to en
dorse determinism as a working assumption, and they were also more sympathetic 
to the idea that psychology can advance by imitating the methods of the physical 
sciences. In contrast, the two comparison groups favored intuitive approaches to know
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ledge and tended to reject the idea that social science methods should be the same as 
physical science methods. 

Figure 2-2 shows the results for the five groups on the Reductionism and Anti
empiricism subscales of the ESQ. On the Reductionism subscale, the three behavior
therapy groups differed significantly from the two comparison groups by favoring the 
belief that psychology can and should attempt to reduce its concepts to those consistent 
with the physical sciences. However, on the Antiempiricism subscale, the typical pat
tern differentiating the behavior-therapy groups from the comparison groups no longer 
held. There was a break within the behavior-therapy groups from first to second gener
ation. Whereas the originators of the behavior-therapy movement endorsed the belief 
that data will prevail, both second-generation groups are more like the nonbehavioral 
comparison groups in doubting the primacy of data. 

To summarize the findings on basic assumptions about how knowledge is best at
tained, we found a clear difference between members of the behavior-therapy move
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ment and comparison samples that was maintained across two generations. The one ex
ception to this general trend of continuity was the discontinuity observed between the 
first-generation behavioral group and the second-generation behavioral groups with re
spect to the objectivity and primacy of data. Another way of saying this is that what is 
to be counted as a "fact of the matter" appears to have become problematic for the be
havior-therapy movement in the second generation. Further, there seems to be consid
erable doubt as to whether "facts of the matter/' even if they could be established, are 
believed to be the final arbiters of what theories get the upper hand in psychology. Yet 
another way of saying this is that the second-generation behavioral groups abandoned 
the article of faith that stated that data may be taken to be objective and the bottom line 
in decisions to accept or reject a theory. 

For the most part, the overall pattern of our findings on the TOS subscales was sim
ilar to that observed on the ESQ subscales. Figure 2-3 shows results for four of the eight 
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TOS scales. Interestingly, the five groups did not differ significantly on their endorse
ments of Biological and Environmental determinism as assumptions about human be
havior. With respect to Physicalism, the first-generation behavior-therapy group and 
their second-generation students were more sympathetic to this belief than the two 
comparison groups. The second-generation behavior-therapy group that entered the 
movement via journal contributions was not reliably different from any of the other four 
groups on this dimension. With respect to quantitative as opposed to qualitative meth
ods, the familiar pattern was observed with the three behavior-therapy groups differing 
reliably from the comparison groups by favoring quantitative as opposed to qualitative 
methods of analysis and research synthesis. 

Figure 2-4 shows group differences for the other four subscales of the TOS. Once 
again, the familiar pattern was present with the three behavioral groups differing from 
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the two comparison groups. In contrast to the comparison samples across both genera
tions, the behavior-therapy groups across both generations endorsed the primacy of fact 
and observation over theory and speculation, the primacy of observable behavior over 
personal subjective experience, and the greater emphasis on analysis of constituent 
parts over holistic types of analysis. The only exception to the familar pattern of differ
ences between the five groups on these four subscales of the TOS occurred with the 
second-generation behavior-therapy group that entered the movement via the journals. 
This group failed to differ reliably from the other four groups in terms of endorsing the 
belief of impersonal causation as opposed to personal will as a controlling factor in hu
man behavior. 

As another means of summarizing these findings on the ESQ and TOS, we 
conducted a second-order factor analysis of the four ESQ and eight TOS subscales . 
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This analysis resulted in reducing the twelve subscales to three interpretable and highly 
reliable second-order scales. We referred to these three second-order scales as Second 
Order Discipline Specific values to distinguish them from our more general measures 
of values concerning matters like social and political philosophy, which are not re
ported in this chapter. The three Second Order Discipline Specific scales are: Fact vs. 
Theory, Traditional Scientific Values, and Environmental Determinism. The Fact vs. 
Theory scale refers to subjects' endorsement of empiricism and observation as op
posed to abstract and theoretical speculation. The Traditional Scientific Values scale 
represents endorsement of rather standard empirical social science values, such as 
that theoretical and empirical reductionism is to be preferred, terms should be op
erationally defined, and quantitative methods are superior to qualitative analysis. 
The Environmental Determinism scale simply refers to subjects' endorsement of en
vironmental as opposed to biological determinism as a fundamental belief about hu
man behavior. 

Figure 2-5 shows the results for all five groups on these three Second Order Disci
pline Specific scales. Here we can see the clear overall pattern where the three behav
ioral groups do not differ from each other, but they clearly differ from the two 
comparison groups on the Fact vs. Theory and the Traditional Scientific Values dimen
sions. As you would expect from the earlier presentation of TOS factors, the five groups 
failed to differ reliably from each other in terms of their endorsement of environmental 
as opposed to biological determinism. 

Continuity and Discontinuity of Values and the Future 
of Behavior Therapy 

Our investigation of the philosophical and theoretical assumptions of individuals iden
tified with the behavior-therapy movement over two generations has shown that there 
is considerable continuity in basic values that distinguished the behavior-therapy 
movement from other contemporary psychologists. However, there is also some indica
tion from our findings that there is discontinuity among behavioral scientists between 
the first and second generations. These discontinuities are of interest in making specu
lative guesses about the future of the behavior-therapy movement. 

Continuity of the Values of Behavioral Scientists 
We found a repeated overall pattern across the different subscales of the ESQ and 
TOS such that the individuals identified with the behavior-therapy movement 
were, for the most part, consistently different from their respective contemporaries 
who were not identified with the behavior-therapy movement. This overall pattern in 
our findings is consistent with Kuhn's (1970) observations that communities of scien
tists share a disciplinary matrix and set of practices otherwise known as a paradigm. 
When one looks at the behavior-therapy movement against a backdrop of contempo
rary social scientists not identified with the behavior-therapy movement, the behav
ior-therapy movement stands out as being clearly different in terms of the 
endorsement of certain philosophical and theoretical assumptions. For the most part, 
these differences between behavior therapists and their contemporaries remained as 
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significant differences across two generations of scientists spanning the period of 1945 
to 1975. 

When we aggregated our individual subscales to form second-order factors, we ob
tained a more global assessment of the differences between members of the behavior
therapy movement and their contemporaries. Behavior therapists in both generations 
were clearly distinguished from their respective nonbehavioral cohorts by endorsing 
the primacy of basic observation and empiricism over philosophical speculation and 
theory-building. In this regard, the behavior-therapy movement has represented a point 
in the continuing historical stream of modem psychology's movement away from spec
ulative philosophy and abstract theorizing toward a more empirical and observational 
foundation (Boring, 1950; Kantor, 1963). However much behavior therapists may argue 
among themselves about the purity of one or another subset of values held commonly 
among behavior therapists, it is worth pointing out and emphasizing that behavior ther
apy continues to be an identifiably distinct community when contrasted against the 
background of alternative views in psychology. 

In our aggregated analyses, we also found that behavior therapists were distin
guished from their respective contemporaries in their strong endorsement of what we 
termed Traditional Science Values. This label reflected the strong preference of behavior 
therapists for such features of their discipline as: quantitative as opposed to qualitative 
analyses; operational definition of terms; experimental and empirical methods of inves
tigation; a more rational and empirical, as opposed to intuitive, epistemology; and the 
endorsement of some version of the unity of science thesis wherein the social sciences 
are viewed as sharing common methods of investigation with the physical sciences if 
not reducibility from one to the other. Interestingly, our analyses also showed that at the 
more global level, behavior therapists across both generations were not distinguished 
from their respective cohorts with respect to environmental determinism and biological 
determinism. Contrary to the caricature of behavior therapists as rejecting physiological 
and genetic influences on behavior, this finding should clarify that the behavior therapy 
movement is not so simplistic as to place all causal emphasis on environmental factors 
to the exclusion of physiological and genetic ones. 

Discontinuity ofValues benveen Generations ofBehavior Therapists 
Although we found rather striking continuity of basic values from one generation to the 
next among behavior therapists, we also noted several points where one or another of 
the second-generation behavior-therapy groups either differed from the first-generation 
behavior-therapy group or failed to be distinguished from the two comparison groups. 
We found instances where there were changes in both second-generation behavior
therapy groups as compared to the first generation of founders of behavior therapy, and 
we also found instances where the direct decendants of the first-generation group re
mained more like their mentors than did their contemporaries who entered the behavior
therapy movement via journal contributions as opposed to being a direct decendant of 
the first-generation group. 

Both second-generation groups of behavior therapists broke away from the first
generation behavior therapists in rejecting the primacy of raw data over theory and re
jecting the idea that observation can be theory neutral. On the Antiempiricism subscale 
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of the ESQ, both second-generation behavior-therapy groups were indistinguishable 
from their respective comparison groups and clearly different from the first generation 
of behavior therapists. Unlike the founders of the movement, the second generation of 
behavior therapists viewed the relationship between "data" and lithe world" as more 
problematic and recognized that more than appeals to "the data" were involved the set
tlement of scientific debates. By the time the behavior-therapy movement entered the 
second generation, the value-laden nature of observation became more prominent than 
the former view favoring the relative objectivity of simple observation. Across all of the 
twelve subscales that we obtained responses to, only this one showed a clear break from 
the first-generation behavior therapists by both second-generation behavior-therapy 
groups. 

On two of the TOS subscales, Physicalism and Impersonal Causation vs. Personal 
Will, the second-generation behavior-therapy group that entered the movement via 
journal contributions failed to be distinguished from the comparison groups even 
though the first-generation behavior therapists and their direct descendants were so 
distinguished. The Physicalism subscale of the TOS refers specifically to the fundamen
tal ideas of stimulus response theories wherein terms should be confined to those that 
refer to physically real, observable events. For example, subjects who score higher on 
this scale agree with such statements as: "All concepts used in psychological theory 
should be explicitly definable in terms of observed physical events" and IIAny mean
ingful statement about mental events can be translated into a statement about behavior 
with no serious loss of meaning." It is quite likely that this movement away from basic 
S-R theories reflects the entry of cognitive ideas into the behavior-therapy movement 
through individuals who made contributions to the journals. 

Such a trend would also be consistent with the other instance where the second
generation behavior therapists that entered via journal contributions failed to maintain 
the difference observed in both the first generation and their direct descendants: Imper
sonal Causation vs. Personal Will. This subscale of the TOS reflects the relative endorse
ment by respondents of the ideas that human behavior is determined and can therefore 
be predicted, as opposed to the ideas that human behavior is subject to free will and 
therefore cannot be predicted in principle. Part of the influence of the cognitive trend in 
behavior therapy was an emphasis on self-control and the self as an agent that controls 
behavior, as distinct from assumptions about environmental determinism (Mahoney, E 

1977). 
Whether such ideas entered the behavior-therapy movement more from those who [ 

contributed to the journals than from those who were direct descendants cannot be an
swered by these data alone. This speculative hypothesis could be supported, however, 

E 

by a further analysis of the literature in terms of the introduction of cognitive ideas of 
self-control and the rejection of S-R physicalistic concepts. It may well be that these con E 
cepts were in fact introduced by a few direct descendants of the first generation of be
havior therapists, and their introduction then attracted others to the behavior-therapy 
movement who were to comprise the sample we collected from journal contributors. 
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Conclusions and Outlook: The Future of Behavior 

We have not yet completed data collection on the third generation of behavior thera
pists. In our framework, this includes those who completed degrees in the period from 
1976 to 1995. What has been rather remarkable about the first two generations has been 
the relative consistency of the values of behavior therapists as compared to their nonbe
havior therapist contemporaries. Behavior therapy was and remains a movement uni
fied by some philosophical and theoretical foundations. Tn this sense, behavior therapy 
has not lost its identity even though one can readily identify controversies and dis
agreements that have occurred within the behavior-therapy movement. 

One such controversey between first- and second-generation behavior therapists 
was about whether or not to include the word /Icognitive" as a description of what was 
done by behavior therapists. Although opinions on this matter differed sharply in the 
1970s and 1980s, our investigations suggest that most of what made behavior therapy 
unique remained intact. Even though the oxymoron"cognitive-behavior therapy" was 
introduced into the literature, the fear that this would lead to the abandonment of basic 
scientific assumptions did not materialize. Behavior therapists, even "cognitive" behav
ior therapists, did not turn to mysticism, and they did not denounce empiricism. 

We are optimistic about behavior therapy and the future, not only because we can 
forsee the continuation of the influence of the behavior therapy movement on the men
tal health field, but also because being hopeful about the future has always been a ma
jor feature of behavior therapy as a distinct community of behavioral scientists. The 
optimism of behavior therapy was given classic expression in Walden Two, and the 
utopian stream of influence has been a part of the basic outlook of behavior therapy ever 
since the end of World War II. As we approach the year 2001, it is fitting not only to iden
tify and recall the philosophical and theoretical foundations that have made behavior 
therapy unique, but also to look forward to the continuation of that founding vision. We 
can make and have a better world. 
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